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本文系统整理了马礼逊（Robert Morrison）的 A dictionary of the Chinese Language、
翟里斯（Herbert A. Giles）的 A Chinese-English dictionary 以及马修斯（R. H. 









































Christian missionaries, who have multiple identities of the Chinese Researcher, 
Chinese learner as well as the native Chinese teacher, have edited some 
Chinese-English dictionary for the Chinese learners since the 19th century. This 
article collects the related Christianity words in Bilingual dictionary edited by Robert 
Morrison, Herbert A. Giles and R. H. Mathews, and checks the vocabulary 
distribution in both the Modern Chinese frequency dictionary and Modern Chinese 
dictionary. Then, this article makes a detailed analysis about these vocabularies’ 
features, changes and adaptation. According to the above analysis, we conclude the 
views, principles, routes as well as strategies in the vocabularies translation. It is 
known that these words are the typical ones of the cultural vocabularies, so the 
missionaries’ translation strategies which have the effect of a mirror, can be learned 
by the translators for the Chinese culture vocabularies. So in order to help the Chinese 
culture vocabularies spread overseas, the last chapter of this article uses the success 
translation strategies and stress on the effect of auxiliary teaching tool of bilingual 
dictionaries.  
In this article, the study found that the translation of the related Christianity 
words by missionaries much restricted by their own views on translation principles. In 
order to makes these kinds of words entering Chinese vocabulary system, realizing 
the goal of spreading Christian culture in China, they use the Chinese native 
vocabularies, and replace the meaning with the Christian culture meaning. The 
missionaries make a lot of efforts on the meaning of the Christian, but whether these 
vocabularies exist or not also be affected by the syllable number, the word-formation 
capacity and so on. So it not only needs to from the target language speakers’ 
cognitive perspective, but comprehensively consider the words’ syllable, form and 
meaning, only by this way, the effective spreading of cultural vocabulary in different 
culture can be achieved. 
The findings are of great significance in the cultural vocabularies’ translation and 
















the translation of our Chinese cultural vocabularies more effective. In addition, these 
bilingual dictionaries which edited by missionaries are really the important auxiliary 
teaching tool, not only does it help to realize the goal of spreading Christian, but 
enlight the teaching of Chinese as a second language, we can make full use of the 
“extension” and “complement” function of the bilingual dictionaries.  
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本文之所以选取马礼逊的 A Dictionary of the Chinese Language、翟里斯的 A 
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